
 

 

 

Achieving excellence through reward 

How effective is your spend on pay & benefits? 

Do you know how much you spend on pay & benefits? How well do your employees 

understand their benefits? And, as an employer, are you getting value for money?  

 

These are just some of the questions that Reward First ® People Consulting covers in our 

diagnostic health check of your reward offering.  

 

If you answer NO to any of the following questions you may benefit from a reward health check. 

 

1. Can you calculate the cost and compliance of your reward package? 

2. Are you able to ensure your total package does not cost more that it needs to?  

3. Can you assess if you provide benefits that employees do not use or value? 

4. Do you know if employees value the reward package you offer? 

How does the reward health check work?  

The full health check typically consists of three phases to give you choice and to tailor your requirements.   

 
Firstly This phase provides an overview of your reward policies, benefit providers and costs to 

identify value for money opportunities and scope to improve your offering within budget.  

Secondly Our diagnostic health check provides a complete review of your reward package and 

evaluates red-amber-green priorities.  

Thirdly The implementation report sets out specific recommendations to help you achieve an 

improved reward offering.  

What are the benefits to you?  
 Full written report that provides a comprehensive evaluation of your pay & benefits offering. 

 Independent assessment of your reward package which highlights red-amber-green priorities. 

 Analysis of costs vs. benefits to determine if you are getting value for money. 

 Evaluation of the effectiveness of your reward policies and practices. 

Would you like to know more?  

If you want to see how a reward health check can help you, contact Sylvia Doyle on Tel 01367 710 618  

sylvia.doyle@reward-first.com for a no obligation telephone discussion. 

About Reward First People Consulting 
We are a successful independent reward consultancy established by Sylvia Doyle, Managing Consultant 
& founder in 2004. Working with organisations across sectors, our goal is to help clients achieve success 
and over 90% of our business comes directly from personal recommendation and referral. Check out 
www.reward–first.com or http://uk.linkedin.com/in/sylviadoyle for more information.  
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